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DEFDI'ITION OF mE PROBLEM 
Purpose and Scope of Study 
Tkis ia a study of twelve cases of pre-school children who were re-
ferred to the James J. Jackson Putnam Children's Center for help with 
nmna.negeable behavior. By unmanageable behavior is meant actively or 
passively non-conformist behavior such that the mother feels unable to 
1 
control her child, The purpose of the study is to indicate the general 
nature of the problems which these children presented, and of the set-
tillgs in which the problems arose. To this end, the study seeks to answer 
the following questions: In what ways were these children unmanageable? 
What other problem behavior, if aey-, did they exhibit? Why did the be-
havior so concern their mothers as to bring them to a child guidance 
clinic? On the basis of follow-up interviews, 'What is the present status 
of the unmanageable behavior? 
Aa a basis for classification of the cases, this study will explore 
the children's behavior with reference to the extent of the problems they 
present. Certain environmental factors will be examined for their bearing 
on the problem. These factors will include parental practices in reeding 
and weaning, and in toilet trainillg, as well as the children's ordinal 
positions in their families. Maternal attitudes as verbally expressed 
to the social worker will be examined for relevant cultural and emotional 
factors. On the basis of the follow-up interviews, the later development 
of these children will be examined, and comparison will be made between 
l The definition is necessarily relative to the mother's feelings, 
as not all mothers would be similarly concerned by the same behavior, and 
maternal concern is an essential element in the problem. 
'; ·~~========~===== ~ 
i 
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the later development of treated and untreated cases, as seen by the par-
ents. 
Sources of Data, Limitations ~ Study 
The twelve cases studied were selected by the chief of social ser-
' vice of the J1111.es J, Jackson Putnam Children 1 s Center from the tile of 
closed cases. The earliest ~ the twelve cases was closed in 1945, while 
the latest was closed in 1951. The data were derived from the records, 
with emphasis on the social service records, and from follow-up contacts 
with the families, and were entered on a schedule {see Appendix). Not 
all aspects of the data were utilised in this study, which selected only 
a few unfavorable environmental factors fer examination, Certain mater-
'i nal attitudes were prominent liJilOng these factors, but attitudes of other 



























The extent and kind of data available in these cases depended to some lj 
' extent upon the length of contact in each case, 
:I Thus, although me.ey of 
'I the main facets of the problem might become apparent during the period 
of initial evaluation, the maternal attitudes underlying these facets 
might not be expressed in words until the mother was well along in trea~ 
ment. Cases in which the contact was brief might therefore have corres-
pondingly limited material. 
An outstanding limitation is the absence of data which can demon-
strate the subtle {and largely unconscious) interrelationships within the 
families which produced these children. This study cannot show in arry 
definitive way how these problems arose; as indicated on page l above, 
it oan only show the general nature of the problems and of the settings 








in which they did arise, with some indication of the extent and serious-
ness of the problems. 
Definition of Treatment 
For the purposes of this study, treatment is defined as pariodio 
interviews over a period of at least three months. Of the twelve cases 
studied, both mother and child were concurrently treated in seven. In 
one case, only the child was treated, as the mother was unable to come 
to clinic during most of the contact. In four cases, the contact was too 
brief to be defined as treatment • 
.Agency setting 
The James J. Jackson Putnam Children's Center, to which these twelve 
children were brought for help, is a child guidance clinic for infants 
and pre-school children, located in Boston, Massachusetts. It was estab-
lished in 1943 as an independent agency UDder the auspices of the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center. By the time the earliest of these cases was re-
ferred, the Children's Center had evolved a procedural form which was es-
sentially the same as its present form. 
When a child is referred to the Children's Center, the usual proce-
dure is to make a brief initial study of the problem to determine if it 
is one in which the clinic can be of service. If oontiuued treatment is 
then recommended and accepted, the child may begin individual psycho-
therapy or may enter a group in the nursery school, or may have both 
aspects of treatment concurrently, depending on the circumstances of the 
individual case. 
I 
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'I 
a psychotherapist, who is usually a psychiatrist, works individually with I 
the child while a social worker works with the parents (ordinarily with 
the mother). The contributions of clinical psychologists may also be 
utilized in the initial evaluation of each child and for later evaluations 
if these are indicated. The Children's Center has made an unique addition 
to this te-ork approach in its institution of the nursery school. The 
child's behavior in the nursery school group to which he is assigned pro-
vides valuable supplementary observations. It also gives the child an 
opportunity to work out his problems in a group setting. His nursery 





As children grow and d&Telop in a coliDlUili. ty • their gradual adjustment >! 
to community requirements tor behavior involves some sacrifice of their 
own self-centered demands, some frustration of the needs of the developing 
organism. Children may react to these frustrations in a variety of ways, 
often in ways which are acutely unacceptable to their parents • while they 
are learning to manage their own feelings and adapt to community require-
ments. Tllis study deals with twelve children who reacted to their environ-
memts with aggressively aon-oonformist belllavior of various kinds, and witll 
twelve mothers who were sufficiently concerned by this behavior to consult 
a child guidance clinic. It should be kept in mind that such maternal 
concern stems both trom community requirements as reflected in the parents 
and from any personal needs of the parents to promote certain kinds of 
behavior (and prevent other kinds) in their own children. A brief discus-
lion of common stimuli to aggressive behavior in the pre-school child will ,, 
be useful in evaluating the behavior of the twelve children studied here. 
It should be aoted that this discussion is limited to the negative poten-
tialities in the child's experience, and is in no sense intended as a 
balanced presentatio:a of the total picture. 
Common Stimuli to Aggressive Behavior 
During the first year of life, the child is a helpless infant, depe:a-
dmt on his mother's consideration and love for the satisfactio:a of his 
:1 needs. No matter how considerately he may have been treated, it can be 









time of weaning. It the mother's treatment of the child is unsympathetic 
or ungenerous, it she weans him early or abruptly, he J1Jily beoome suspicious 
and resentf'ul, and less willing than otherwise to give his mother the be-
haTior she asks of hilllo Frustration of this kind may leave the child feel-
ing always unsatisfied and slighted, always waating more,l A bottle-fed 
baby may be even less willing than a breast-fed baby to exchange sucking 
1
' for drinking fraa a oup.2 
Beginning about the time when they learn to walk, and often lasting 
for at least a year, there is ordinarily a period of considerable non-
conformist behavior by children in this culture. This behavior may take 
the form of negativism, in which a child teats his power to disobey paren-
tal requirements. It may take the form of active destructiveness, of 
hitting parents or fighting with other ohildrea, It ms.y involve temper 
tantrums when too much frustration is imposed, The possible forms of non-
' oontormist behavior are III8JIY and varied, but they all express the ohild 1 s 
:i difficulties in learning the essential lesson of this period of growth, 
This is the period in Which children have to admit their own weakness 
relative to their parents, as contrasted with the fancied omiipotence of 
intanoy. This is the period in which children learn to direct their ener-
gies within the patterns of behavior required by their parents, in order ii 
3 !1 to keep the all-important parental love and approval. When insufficient ,1 I, 
love and approval are forthcoming, the lesson is that much harder to learn, 'i 
1 o. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J, Pearson, Common Neuroses 
2£ Children and Adults, P• 26. 
2 Benjudn Spook, 1h!, Pocket Book of Baby .!!:!!! Child .£!!:!!., p, 178, 
3 David P. Auaubel, "Negativism as a Phase of Ego Development," 
American Journal 2£ Orthopsychiatry, 20r796, October 1950, 
6 
Allo:a.g tlt.e required patterns ot' behavior duri:a.g this period, perhaps 
the most personal requirement put on the child is that ot' training his 
bowels and bladder to function at oertaia times and in certain ways. Pa-
rental attitudes toward excretory functions in the child, and the demands 
these attitudes put on him, play a very important part in all the lessons 
ot social behavior which the child is required to learn between the time 
he learns to walk and when he goes to sokool.4 The child's response to 
parental demands in the toilet training period, moreover, tend to be at-
t'ected by the parental treatment he has received during his first year. 
It he was treated with love and consideration while he was a helpless 
infant, he will be much readier to give the parents this gift they now 
require of him. 5 
The et't'eot ot' ordinal position in a family is another ot the problems 
which every child must faoe.6 It he is an oldest child, displaoeaent by 
a younger sibling means that he must constantly work to keep ahead, es-
pecially it he is so unsure ot' his mother's love as to find it very dit'ti-
oult to give up the favored position. A younger child is correspondingly 
under pressure to keep up with the older one who appears to have more privi~ 
leges and more abilities, while a middle child must both keep up with the 
older ones and keep ahead ot' the younger ones. (A middle child is often 
less well loved than either the first or the last child). An only child, 
on the other haRd, experiences the pressure of undiluted parental atten-
tion, and is the focus of all the hopes and tears which parents with more 
4 o. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J. Pearson, lilmotional Problems 
2!_ Living, PP• 44-48. 
5 ~·• P• 47. !I 
6 0. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Common Neuroses 9!. II 








children would divide among the family as a whole. Thus, a child' s ordinal [, 
" 
position in his family is one of the important factors in the total set-
ting to which he reacts. 
A&gressive behavior in children may be in direct response to such 
frustrating pressures as have been described above, or they may be subtly 
stimulated by one or both parents as an expression of feelings which are 
iDhibitad in themselves. For example, the special meaning of a particular 
child to his mother affects the relation between them and correspondingly 
affects his baltavior towards her and others I she may use this child to 
solve her own conflicts in regard to herself and her relationships with 
other important adults.7 In other words, the very behavior ~ptoas which 
bring a mother to clinio may be a result in the child of subtle and uncon-
scious stimulation by the mother. 
The child loses his original meaning and is subjected to emotional 
impulses that were not meant to concern him. As the grandson of a 
hated grandfather, as the son or da~ter of a rejected father, as 
the memory of an undesired, perhaps sinful" action, and often as a 
part of his own mother, who directs toward her child her masochistic 
fury against herself, he is hated or rejected, neglected or mal-
treated.8 
A aother who fears that her child will devour her or will "take over" can-
not tolerate normal expressions et ~ession by the ohild; on the other 
hand, it is this same mother who provokes these aggressions. The ohild 
intuitively senses and plays upon his mother' a vulnerable aspects. "This 
leads to those long chains of difficulties between aother and ohild in 
whioh the primary and secondary factors are almost indistinguisltable •• • n9 
7 Judith Silberpfannig, "Mother ~as Encountered in Child Guidance 
Clinics," .American Journal .2!, Orthopsyclot.iatry, lll475, July 1941. 
8 Helene Deutscll, _I!! Psychclogx .2!, W01118n, vol. II, P• 329. 
9 ~·• P• 330. 
8 
Altl\ough it is oOJIID.O:n lore that boys are more active and lively tl\a:n 
girls, the normal aggressive activity of boys is apparently no more toler-
able by some parents than is suoh behavior in girls, as we shall see in 
Chapter III below. Parental tolerance, as indicated above, is as lllUOh a 
matter of the special aeanings of the behavior to parents as of cultural 
inhibitions which are general in the cmmm,n1ty. 
Cultural Factors in .Aggressive Behavior 
Aggressive behavior should also be considered in terms of cultural 
values, for every culture uses the drives of the human organism in its 
awn ways. Certain legitimate (approved) channels for hostile aggressive-
ness are ordinarily present in aDf culture. Seen tram this approach, the 
problem of every child is to distinguish legitimate tram illegitimate ag-
gression, and to channel his drives accordingly. 
The small, conjugal family units of Occidental culture accentuate 
the relationships within the family as compared with the more dilute rela-
tionships in more extensive kinship units. Taus the small family unit 
accentuates the importance of oonf'orllli ty, heightening the in.seouri ty of 
the child who does not please his mother, who is his chief contact with 
the outside world. Maternal approval tends to be contingent on the child's 
good social behavior in this culture, and the child's acute need for this 
approval makes dangerous any direct expression of hostile aggression.10 
Social limitations on overt aggression are considerably greater in 
the .AIIIerican llliddle elaSB than in the .American lower class •11 It is a 
10 Talcott Parsons, "Certain Primary Sources and Patterns of Ag-
gression in the Social Structure of the Western World," Psychiatry, 101 i 
167, May 1947. ,i 
11 Allison Davis, "socialization and Adolescent Personality." in . if 
9 
Read1nrs in Social Psychology. PP• :1,_43 tt. · -~"=~~~~~------~~----~==== 
I 
I 
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,; 
!I matter of' common observation tltat girls of' the middle class have much less 
'I f'reedom in overt aggression than boys. Boys in turn are restricted to ex-
1! pressing their aggression directly in certain limited circumstances. They !i 
'I 
:1 :: 
:: must learn to f'ight other boys when attacked, but not to be attackers, never'' 
,I ' !i II 
:j to attack girls or supervisory adults, and always to stand their ground in ;I 
il 
i! situations of' normal competition. There is llUOA less restriction on both 
I 
boys 8lld girls of' the lower class, who learn that aggression is an "approved li 
and socially rewarded f'orm of' belaavicr in tlteir culture." "In lower-class 11 
,, 
'I f'aai.Ues in ~ areas, physical aggression ill as lllUch a normal, socially 1 
il 
approved od inculcated type of' belaavior as it is in f'rontier oosnnnities 'I 
I! 
" and in war. nl2 Because of' the greater illlhibi tions on claildren in the middle !i 
~I olaBS, tltey are 110tivated by a greater degree of' anxiety and guilt tho are ,i 
it children in the lower olass.13 This would imply that individuals raised 
: 
11 with middle class attitudes toward aggression would be more threatened by 
I! aggressive behavior tho i:adividuals in whom the behavior evokes less guilt 
I 
and anxiety. 
llembersllip in the Jewish culture, with its history of' persecution and 
violence, is another possible source of' special anxiety about overt aggres-
,: sion. This f'aotor lta.s been discussed by at least one writer, 14 but its 
I 
11 validity f'or the cultural groups ltas not yet been established. It should 
II 
;: be kept in mind, however, as a possible source of' special f'eelings about 
ii !I overt aggression in tlte Jewish mothers with whom this study deals. 
ii 
:i ---------
[1 12 ~·• P• 147. 
'I 13 ~·. P• 148. 








Types of Aggressive Behavior 
Destructive activity in youag caildren is often observed to follow 
i ~ 
some frustration or deprivation, so that they appear to be venting their IJ 
il resultant a:ager in attacking some object in the enTiroDment. Ill other :1 !i 
words, it appears to serve the er;o in ita adaptation to the enviromaent. II 
As children grow older and accept the parental restrictions as valid for :! 
'I 
their own activity (illterDal.ization of the super-ego), they are better able i: 
to Oolltrol their own aggressive drive and to chunel it in ways whioll do 
not injure otller persona directly. Ill this sense, the problem of destruo-
15 tive beaavior is a problaa of ego-dOTelopaeat. 
A oaild who llas been sOTerely rejected from the earliest stages of 
his relationship with his mother is apt to express this deprivation in 
such ll.abit hisorders as thumb-sucking and •sturbation, in other words, by 
turnag for his aatisfactioas to his own body. If his difficulties ll.ave 
been less severe, aDd kava aentered perllapa in the period of erotization 
of the anal aoae, the child has at his disposal the anal-sadistic mechan-
ims of kate and of JJAstery by elimi:ution, which may lead to hie use of 
feces as weapons of iajury and destruction against his parents. Such a 
cllild exhibits oo:aduet symptOIU (temper tantrums, destructiveness) rather 
than tile llabit disorders of body play, althou~ traces of the latter may 
;: 
remaia in any person who suffered very early deprivatioll.l6 Ia other words~ 
! 
' 
15 Beata Rank, in an article entitled "Aggression," ( 'l'he Pmhoan- 'i 
~~~ •• ~~;of the Cltild, vol. III/IY, PP• 43 ff.) disouaaes tile dii'f'er- ,, 
'i tie"""'drftuse lllOtor diseharge observed in !lllllW atypical childreall 
aad the r;oal-direoted aggressive beaavior observed after treatment has pro-1 
grassed to the poiat where ego-tu:aotioning and reality reooglllition permit 11 
&Jill-direoted reactions to fear and frustratio•• Slle considers ego-atruo- jl 
ture the determinant of llow the cll.ild reaots to frustration. 11 
16 Gordoa Haailton,Psycltotherapy in Child Guidance (New York 1 
Columbia University Preas, 1947), PP• 26 f¥., 46 ff. 
children direct their aggression largely outward toward someone or some-
thing else, rather than turning their energies primarily in on themselves 
!i 
I! and withdrawing tram contact with tlle eurlrom18nt. :i Some children may shaw 11 
!I 









both kinds of aggressive behavior, for example, the amtious children who 
:: 
are destructively aggressiTe to compensate for their awn sense of wea.k:Dess I] 
il aDd interiori~. 
Outwardly directed aggreasioa may be hostile and non-erotic (pre-
oedipal) in character, or it may be chiefly erotic (oedipal), or it may 
shaw both stages. nit may be aotiTO, aa in temper tantruas, rebellion, 
i! 
ii 
figllting, or rnwning away, or passiTO, as in stubbor:aness, obstinacy, 
lT 







In siDIIIIIAl'Y, the prblary sources o£ llostile aggressin behavior in 11 
'I 
children lie in the relationships betlreen them and their parents, especial- !I 
., ly their mothers, both in terms of obTioua frustrations of the children's 
I] 
i! 11.eeds and in tel'IIUI of subtle OTooationa o£ this behavior in response to the 
,, 










lT ~·• P• 69. 
:I 
18 To the extent that the fathers are intilllately involved in the 'II 
early child-rearing process, they may be aa important as the mothers. R--
STer, this study is limited for all practical purposes to consideration of -.1 
motb.er-ohild relationships. I 
i' I 
----------r---- -- . .JL 
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CHAPTKR III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA, PART 1 
BeaaTior ot tae Childrea1 Iatroductioa 
This study was primarily concerned with the nmn•nageable (aggressiTe-
ly acn-contormist) behaTior of these twelve children. However, the un-
manageable behaTior oould haTe little meaning without simll taneous con-
sideration ot any other problem behavior which the children presented. 
il 
The wkcle re.Jlge ot problem behavior which the children exhibited was there- ,j 
tore taken into aocoUJlt and was uaed as tae basis tor '""CUpin,. the cases. il 
.... " il 
This behavior was considered in relation to certain unfavorable environ- li 
i! 
~~~ental factors in each case. Those factors were selected on which the data !I 
;I 
were aTailable iJI. most ot' the cases and which seemed to the writer to be 11 
especially important in their beari.Ilg on the problem. Both the behavior 
symptoms and tae envirolllll8ntal factors will be described more fully below. 
Because ot the intenaiTe and extensiTe development of the hUI!IAl1 organ- li 
'I 
ism 'Which takes place between birth and the fifth year of lite, the ages >1 
of these children at referral had some bearing on the behavior they ex-
hibited. For e~le, a ohild of two years would be less likely to show 
interest in masturbation than a child of three and one-halt or four years. 1 
,, 
TWo of these children (Donald and Jack) were referred at about two and one- ' 
halt' years. Fae and Karl were tour years or more at referral. The other 
eight children were between three and four years old. Three of these chil-
dren were girls, 'While the other nine were boys. 
Description ot Chart 
In order to identity factors common to some or all of the oases under 
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rl 
plotted on a chart together with certaiJI. UJif'avorable enviromn.ental factors.jf 
I• 
I (See chart attach~d). The behavior symptoms were plotted along the hori- [j 
zontal axis, and the environmental factors along the vertical axis. Each 1! 
II 
il ol!.ild was listed by his initial in the appropriate intersection of "be-
havior" (collllll:l) ud "enviromn.ental faotor" (row). 






speech problems, sleeping problems, tears, jealousy of his sibling, temper ,, ,, 
tutriiiiiB, biting, and hitting children and adults. As to enviro:mnental 






toilet tra.ining was begua before he was ten months old, ita shared his ~i 
i' 
parents' bedroom, he was the oldest child, and !lis mother expressed certainil 
li 
unfavorable attitudes. In the column corresponding to each of his behavior!! 
it 
symptoms, therefore, Karl was listed ·(by the initial "K") in the square II 














11 areas such as feeding, speech, toilet training, -sturbation, and various il 
r 11 
,. kinds of social beil.avior. Where the into~tion was ava.ilable, the areas I' 
II ,[ 
'I were broken dOIIll into such specific symptoms a.s refusal to eat, slow speeohjl 
!I . 





children. It will be seen from the olaart that the number of columns was 
kept at a minimUD., For example, where all the children listed in one area ,, 
il 
were also entered as il.aving a specific symptom in tha.t area, the inclusive il 
I! 
,, colUIUl tor the area was omitted. An instance of this occurred in area 4, 
!I 
where all the children having toilet problems were also described as wet- li 
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:: 
,, 
same purpose as an inclusive column for toilet training problema, and the 
latter was accordingly omitted. 
:&e reader may aan some questioJl about area 5, which covers masturba- ji 
tion, fears aad plaobias, and one ohild' s praotices or mAldng balls or fuzz :! 
lj I!, I 
II ' li and snii't'iDg at uir. The last symptoa -s placed here because it appeared II 
to express the child •s geJli tal interests and tlle mother reacted to it lllUoh '! 
'i 
as slle did to his 11asturbatioJ1. Fears IUid phobias were listed llere beoause ;! 
! 
;] 
like lllli.sturbation, they commonly ooour 
1 




Area 8, labelled "llard to ~~~ADAge" {a tel'lll used by the mothers), oonr1" 
non-oont'oraist behavior which -s not reported to involve physical &!gres- ; 
I 
lion by the ollild (towards lWuelf' or his em"iro11111ent), in the sense or ii 
aetioJl designed to injure the object. Specitio symptoms ill. this area con- 'I 
sisted or behavior designated by the mothers as obstinate, det'iant, l'UI:l-
Area 9, in which every child in this study was somewhere represented, 
covered two kimds ot' bellavior whick te:aded to overlap. One kiad covered 
all terms ot' p~sioal aggression (violent action) agail!.st human beil!.gs, 
including the child himselt ( suoll as headbangi:ag). This kind also included 
violent action whiea the child seemed to seek out or to provoke against 
himselt. This kiad or behavior was labelled "onr-aggressive."2 
other kind eovered aggressive behavior which did not have people as targets 
or violent actio•, suoll as temper tantruas or general destructiveness (or 
l o. Spurgeon English and Gerald R. J. Pear soD., Emotional Problema 
!!!., Livil!lli, PP• 119 tt. 
2 Thuab suokiDg, which is listed laere, may JlOt appear to be violent ~·~· 
action against the self' in the same sense as is head banging or nail biting~ 
However, it represents a focussing ot the ohild's aggressive demands upon II 
115 




1: objects). What tile :m.otllers called "OTer-aotivity" also WillS listed in the 
latter group • because tae unusually active use of' muscles as tile child 
dashes from cne focus of' attention to anotaer is often associated with tem-
per tantrums or deatruotiTS bellavier. I:ll this study. no clear line could 
be drawn between taese two kinds of' aggreuiTS behavior. All the children 
except Jaek were reported to use physical -egression against people. in 
aaae form. Jaok 1 s record gave the strong impression that further informa- ii 
tion would reveal details of such action against himself or others. or per- 'I 
haps provoked against himself at the hands of' others. 'i 
j: 
All behavior sympt01118 named by the motaers during tile period of initial,i 
study were listed for each child. One interpretive symptom. "jealous of' 
other children," was added but only wilere the mother specifically 11Bm8d it. 
No symptoliUI Ulllllllll8d by the mothers were added even though their presence 
mignt well be inferred f'roa the record. so that the picture of each child's 
problem behavior was given as seen by the mother. 
A comparison of this group of symptoms with the over-all range of' 
symptoms reported for clinic clieBtele in general would empllasis•nthe clus-
tering of' symptoms for this group.3 For example, the feeding problems of 
these children did not include vomiting. the speech problems did not in-
clude stuttering. and the toilet trainhg problems did not include reten-
tion of' stool. I:ll general, these twelve ollildren could be described as 
actively meeting their ei1Tircuments rather than as withdrawing from tlte 
struggle. 
3 See Hamilton.~· cit •• for descriptions of' the various kinds of' 
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Against these behaTior symptoms, oertain untavorable enviro!llllental 
factors were plotted to give a ro~h tldioation of their significance in 
relatioJI to tile behaTior symptOIIlB. Only a small number of possible factors 11 
was selected for this purpose • as indicated above. They included certaiJI rl 
I 
aspects of feeding and of toilet training practices, sharing of the paren-
tal bedro0111. with the child • tile child' 11 ordinal position in the family • 
and a group of maternal attitudes. 
In tile charting of feeding practices, DO entry was mAde tor bottle-
toedb.g as against breast-feeding. i'his was because bottle-feeding was 
not OJily a Tery COlllaOJl praotioe in tlae .AIIerioan culture, but also because 
it oould be handled in suoh a way tlaat the child would not lose the mater-
nal contact llkich aooG~~Pa.nies breast-feeding. In other words, bottle-
feeding is not necessarily an unfavorable eDVironmental factor; nonethe-
less, it aaould be kept in mind as a possible source of deprivation for 
the ohild. Eleven of the twelve ohildrem (all for whom details were avail-
able) Wllre reported to be bottle-ted. ot these • Irving had the breast for 
the first fourteen days, and Fae for two and one-half months. The other 
nina childr011. were fed by bottle wy. 
Tho first raw 011. the chart lists children whose weaning began when 





often intliots added deprivation on a bottle-ted child. 
five children were weu.ed 1111ch earlier than Olle year. 
Three of these , 
The second raw lists :1 
,, 
I 
tour children whose weu.ing began when they were ODS year or older and 
whiolt involved ditfioulties. Fae, for eXU~Ple, althou~ she had the breast il 
tor the first two and o11.e-halt mo:aths, was Wll&ned only reluctantly from 
age. Similarly • ehildren whose weaning was 
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described as abrupt, or who lost their taste tor ailk, are included in tllis 
rOll' when taa weaning occurred later tJaaa the age ot oaa year. These two 
rOll's together include :nina ot tka twelve cltildren. Details of feeding his-









one and ona-aalt years, while Barbara gradually weaned herself • both with 
no reported difficulties. 
DJ.e third enviro~~mantal factor charted (Row 3) is toilet trai:aing 
(especially b01ral training) which began before the child wa.s ten months old•:i 
that is, before he could reasonably be ezpaoted to be able to control his 
sphincters. All ot the nine ollildren nose mothers reported this intoraa-
tion tell iato this rOll' • and the ages at which their training began ranged 
from three weeks to nine montlls. Six of the DIOthers ot these nina ohildrq 
Terbally expressed their distaste tor soiling and wetting. Even without 
this Terbalization, howaTer • the tact ot their d81D&IIding tkis much control 
bjfore ths oltild 1 a narTOua system permitted it might imply the existence ot 
this distaste in th8lll, which 'II'Ould aooordiDgly put a strain on the child. 
This implication is the aore likely because ali of these nine children were 
born during a period in which consideration of the child's abilities and 
4 prefaraoea was coming TBry 1111oh iato fashioa. 
The fourth factor (ROll' 4) is the child's sharing ot the parental bad-
room, something which is often a source of difficulty, especially in the 
oedipal period. ot the tour okildren listed llere, Barbara (aged three and 
one-halt) had slept ill the paro.ts 1 roOJa since birth, Harry (oTer three and 
one-halt 8Jld referred for -sturbating) was sleeping with th8lll during the 
olillio contact, and George (three and one-halt) had shared his parents• 
i[ 4 These six (including the tllrea whose mothers did not Terbalize 
il their distaste for disorder) ware all born in 1946 or later. Banj8lllil'l. 
!1 Spook's Pocket Book.!!.!, !!:!z,!:!!! Child.£!!:!. was published early in 1946, 
lt 








ro0111 till he was three. Karl, the fourth child, slept with his parents 
until ke was two and one-half, but was :aot referred Ulltil he was four. 
~=-~== 
Rows lh11Arougl\ 8 indicate the ordinal position or each child, that is,:: 
i! 
whether he was a youngest child, an oldest child, a middle child or an only!! 
okild. Raoa okild is listed OBoe ill these four rows. Two children (Jack 
and Larry) were the youngest in their i'url.lies, while six (Alice, Charles, 
Fae, Geerr;e, Harry and Karl) were the oldest. Il'Ting was a middle child, 
while there were tlu'ee only oaildr8Jl in tile r;roup (Barbara, Donald Blld 
Rdward). As discussed in Chapter II (page 7), certain special pressures 
oa the child may accamp~ each or these ordinal positions, pressures 
whiok play a part ill the total picture oi' the child's situatioa. 
Rows 9 through 21 consist or twelve sets of maternal attitudes, pre-
sented in sUDIIII&l"ized form. These attitudes JIIAY bo divided into those con-
cerning the child and his behavior, those ooncerninr; the child's father, 
and those coneerning illportant aembers of the 1110ther' s family. This ma-
terial does not include attitudes which can only be interred, tor example, 
tram a mother• s tone of Toica or JUlUler of presentation, or from her amo-
tional respODSe in ~ given situation. It therefore excludes much of the 
basis for the social worker's impressions or the situation. The charted 
attitudes are liDdted to those which the mother expresses in words, and 
which are therei'ore conscious attitudes, even though the mother may be 
unoonseious of their implications. 
Row 9 lists three children (Donald, Edward Blld Harry) whose mothers 
wanted a perfect claild (or who looked for problems). Row 10 indicates 
that the mothers or four children did not waat these spaoitic ollildren 
(or Bl11f childru). TWo mothers preferred working to being at b.ome (RCII'T 
11). SSTSJ1 mothers f'elt that olaUdren of' the opposite sex troa their 
problem children would be easier or pleasanter to raise (Row 12). (It is 
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ii 
'I The seventh is Alice, II interestiug tlla.t six ot these children are boys. 
whose motaer llad special reasons for preferring Alice's little brother.) 
li 
I 
" 'I !, 
i! 
;! 
Row 13 lists four children llhose motaers were embarrassed by their 
bellarlor, or felt that the children blew lad exploited their weak points. 
Six mothers (Row 14) could not stand disorder, or conflict, or being out of 
control. Two mothers (Row 15) expressed conflicting attitudes toward tll.e 
aggressive beharlor of their children, which implies the possibility that 
this bellarlor may have expressed sometaing which the mother had intlibited 
in herself. 
Three mothers (Row 16) felt that their sons took after some other 
important male figure in the family, suoh as tile child's father or mater-
nal grandfather or 11111.ternal Ul!lole. (This attitude suggests that the mo-
thers• reaotioas to their cllildren may aave been colored by their feelings 
about these male relatiTes). Five mothers (Row 17) felt that the maternal 
gr~admothers faTored either the motaer• s siblings or her children, as com-
pared wita :110taer aerselt. Six mothers (Row 18) expressed in T&rious -ys 
taat tile maternal gra:ad.Diotlaers did •ot loTe tllem, tor example by saying 
tlaat mater:aal grlllldmother llad :aever let mother do things like otller child-
ren, or :a.OTer aelped mother. Three IIDtllers stated that they had s0111.e con-
1[ flict with mater:aal grudtather (ROll' 19). Five mothers expressed a con-
! 
II ,, flict with tile fathers in their perso:a.al relationships, for example because i! 
II 
ii of the motllers• tear or pregD~~noy (Row 20). Four mothers (of whila one had ,, 
!I 
appeared in Row 20) expressed conflict with the fathers oYer methods of 
rea.riag tAo children. 





Altkough no significant quantitatiTe inferences can be made from a ii 
i: 
11 clllarti:a.g ct so few oases, certain quaU tatiTe aspects 
_ L ot the results are ,1 ~ ~---~~ -~-~-- - II 
,I 
ot interest. Because nine of' the tweln children appear in Row 3, the 
clustering ot symptoms is most obTioua in this row. Examination ot tll.e 
'' cll.art tram this viewpci:at, however, should take into account that the other 
•i three claildren (Barbara, Claarles &lid Jack) may appear in tlae column in 
li 
t: questioa (may allow the beka.vior symptom in question) although they are 
omitted from Row 3. 
The syaptoaa of OYer-aggressive behaTior show all the various forms 
discussed in Chapter II (page 11), that ia, they include aggressiTB action 
against the ollild himself', against other children and against adults, as 
well as aggression proTOked by the child against himself. Among these 
ollildren, the most frequently reported symptom is hitting other children, 





ii adults rUils a poor seoond, being listed f'or f'in children). By e:xa:minatiolll , 
11 of' the Tarious eJlrlrolllllGllta.l f'actors whicla ooincide with tkis behavior symp-
11 tam, same indication ot their relative significance may be obtained. The 
], 
1
1 largest cluster of' children in this column (seTen children) occurs at ita 
intersection with Row 3 (toilet training begun under ten months). Another 
cluster of f'iTe children e.ppears at Row 12, which corresponds to a maternal 
attitude that another child (usually a daughter) is ee.aier or pleasanter to 
The largest number of' children listed for any other row is four, I' raise. 
' :i 
il occurring in f'iTe rows. Three children are listed for each of' eleTen other 1 
rows. Two children are listed for Row 15, &lid one each for the three re-
maining rowa. This scatter, which ia characteristic throughout the chart, 
is in accord wi tb clinical experience that si.D.ilar behaTior in a nUIIlber of' 
indiTidua.ls may be associated with a n.riety ot emiro:mnental f'actors. 
Certain other clusteriags on the eha.rt deserT& mention. 
aix c!Uldran no were reported as "llard to manage" were also 
All of' the 11 
!I 
subjected to li 












had liiOtAers wllo verbally expressed (ill Row 14) their low tolerance ct dill-
order or conflict or being out ot control. A similar pattern is found ill 
the ool'WIIIl tor wetting and soiling. where six of tile seTen children who 
were reported to wet and soil received early toilet training (Row 3) • and 
five of these six were also listed in Row 14. It is interesting that tour 
children appear in both ot these colUIIIBS (Fae. Harry. IrTing and Larry). 
This set of observations is in agreement wit». the cQ1111110n observation that 
children in conflict with their 1110thers tend to exhibit their non-oontorm-
ist beharlor in just the areas ill. whioh they have been under undue pres- , 
I 
sure. whioh are generally the areas in whioh misbehavior is best calculated:, 
II 
to bother tlleir 1110taers. :i 
" 
Groupi•r of the Cases 
Study ot the ohart will reveal that tl\e children vary widely in res-
pect to the :aumber ot behavior symptoms they present • as in the nuaber ot 
areas into whioll these symptoms tall. SOIIIII children have behavior symp-
tODB ill almost all ot the areas listed. Others are represented in very 
few areas. and still others tall between these extremes. The children are 
classified into four groups. as described below. on the basis of the num-
ber ot areas ila.to whioh tileir beharlor symptoms fall and ot the serious-
5 
ness of these symptoms. While there is a clear contrast between Group I 
and Group rv. Groups II and III represent less olear gradations in the 
scale. Given fuller information. some ot the cases might be classified 
differently. 
5 Seriousness of the symptom -a judged by the writer on the basis 
ot clinioal details giTen in the record. and ot the assumption that. other 
things being equal. the earlier the developmsntal stage in which the symp-
lj tom appeared. tl\e more serious was the problem it represented. I 
22 
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Group I is represented by one case,.Ckarles (aged tares and one-half 
years at referral), whose aggressive behavior consisted chiefly in hitting 
children and adults. No behavior symptoms were reported in other areas. 
Group II is eoaposed of two children, Barbara and George, both of 
!i 
whom were around three and one-half' years at referral. 
:j 
Barbara 1 a aggrea- II 
lj 
si ve behavior oonsisted in taking ehildron 1 s toys away, hitting and kick- II 
ing children; she was also over-aetive. Barbara was jealous of other child~ 
ran, aervous and llllhappy. 
il 
Shortly before referral, a problem of regresaionj! 
,, 
in tcilet trainiag had been reaclved. Gecrge was over-active and parmi ttedli 
1: 
other childrea to beat him up. He cried and was Ullhappy, he was also ob- 11 
stinate and defia21.t and sCDilething of a runaway. Neither child was reportedll 
to have problmns of' feeding or speech, sleeptag, masturbation, or to have 
serious toilet problema. 
Group III comprises three children, Edward, Faa and Harry. Edward 











four and one-half'. Besides 
i' 
their ar;gressive aotivi ty, all three bad toilet!! 
problema (soiliDg and smearing). Edward and Faa were "hard to manage" 
(obstinate, defiant, runaway, using nasty words), while Edward and Harry 
were masturbating overtly. Edward was sl- in speech development, and 
Harry was a sleeping problem. 
' 
Group IV covers tlt.e remaining six children (Alice, Donald, Irving, 
Jack, Karl and Larry). Donald ud Jaok were referred at about two and one-il 
I; 
half, Karl was referred at f'our years, and the others between three and 
tour years. Besides their aggreuive aetivity, all these children had 
problems in feeding. Three were sl- in speech development, and tour had :: I 
preblems connected with sleepblg. All the other areas on the chart were 
























Group I - Description and Case Summary i 
:I 
reported prob- il 
:i 
Group I is represented by one oase. Charles. who had no 
lema beside the aggressive aotiTi~ whiok ooncerned his mother. In other ,! 
words. BO indications appeared of uy deeP-rooted or long-term probleas 
of the sort often encountered ill a cll.ild guida:aee clinic, 
Case SU!!!I!IIU'Y 1: Charles 
Wllen Charles was about three and one-halt years old. mother tele-
phoned the oliaic 1a a state of great fright because he had seemed 
especially rough ill play with hie bab:7' sister. Seen the next day. 
mother was no longer frir;htened. but impressed the worker as a femi-
nille • 1110therly WOIIUUl who appeared well-adjusted to her married lite 
ad the care of her children. Although not upset. mother was con-
cerned onr Cll.arles' hittiD« of ohildren and adults. so that an in-





Charles was a planned child. the first ot two children in a middle-
claaa Jewish fudly, PregJU~Doy and delivery were normal. except for i' 
false labor pains some weeks early. Developaental history was :aormal I[ 
and anrage, Charles ll.ad begun to hit at ons year • begi=ing with 
maternal r;raadmother. and ocntiuuing with attacks upon ~ children 
and adults in the ll.ouse. These attaoka etten had no apparent cause. 
a1 though he would hit mother whe• she said "No" to hill.. His bab:7' 
sister was born when Charles was almost three, He would pinch her 
and otherwise bother her • but not ..,re than he did to others. Mother 
desoribed llim as really lov~ his sister. and not a ohild who would 
go out of his way to hurt her. Maternal r;raadmother • lt.owever • fa-
vored the sister and had always bee:a a little afraid of and aloof 
from the boy • warning mother to watoh lest he hurt his sister, Ma-
ternal grandmother had been present when the rough play occurred. 
and her reaction had bee:a accompanied by mother's panic. Later. 
nother felt he had been only playing. 
Mother had an older sister and two yoUJll!:er brothers. in a closely-
knit fudly whose members. including maternal grandparents. were 
tor;ether every week. Maternal uncles habitually quarrelled aDd got 
into fights. of wkich mother was very frightened as she grew up. 
She was often unintentionally struck as she tried to separate them. 
Mother had had~ childhood quarrels with her sister. despite 
being fo:nd of her, To the worker. 1110ther expressed her aversion 










Mother and father. who were in their late twenties when Charles was [i 
born. had a good. companiable marriage ill which they shared li1Bey in- [ 
teresta. Fatl\er s- relatively little of his own family. which was i
1 D.ot so closely knit as mother's. Father l\ad to work long hours I 
building up his busiuss. so that nother was alOile with the children II 
nest of the time. They were ill difficult cirewnstances financially. II 
1: 
24 
which had mother very much worried, although she did not bring pres-
sure on father because she Jmew where every pellll;)" went. Mother wanted 
to work in the evenings to ease the i'inanoie.l need, but was afraid ot 
upsetting rather by this proposal. 
Father's attitude to Charles' hitting was that the parents had done 
SCIIIUithing wrong to produce such behavior. He had tried to spend time 
with Charles, during which he taught him to tight With gloves, but 
was llurt when Charles would now hit father without reason. Shortly 
before reterral, Charles had hit father so as to draw blood, which 
distressed rather very .uoh. Yother was extremely ashamed or Charles' 
beha'Yior, and was sure he copied maternal U».cles. She observed that 
Charles was al~s worse o:a days atter Tisiting her family. Mother 
felt that she could get along much better with her little l!;irl, who 
was dai:aty and good. 
r. the clinic, Charles was :aot seen to attack aeyone but played mostly 
alOll.eo Re was rather passive and tearful ill the :aew surroundings, alii! 
impressed the therapist as presenting a rather normal picture tor his 
age. TreataeJlt was Jlot reooiiDilCJlded. 
1his •ormal yo11111gster was at the age where he was becoming aware ot hia 
-sculinity and his physical differences frCDR his baby sister, with some 
natural amtiety expressed in hitting. His hitting was further stilllulated 
by the frequent exposure to his uncles• tights, by his mother's interest in 
these fights and by her tendency to lik8Jl Charles to his U».Cles. Othsr 
sources or anxiety in the home, which would ot course be sensed by Charles, 
iJI.oluded the parental worry over finances ad his 110ther1 s tendency to re!" , 
fleet maternal !!;raD.dmother' s attitude to male Tiolence. 






II Barbara and Geer!!;e, the children i:a Group II, preseat a limited range 
II 
This limited range implies that il ot problems as described om page 23 above. 
'I 





tations which imposed same deprivation on them. 
Case SUmlll&rY 2: Barbara 
25 
Barbara, an only child, was referred at about three years or age be- 111 
cause she was over-active and over-aggressive, striking other children 1 











ill the house and liked to help mother with domestic oooupatioas, but il' 
the trouble begaa when she had contact with other children. When the 1 
neighbors became critical and other children began to pick on Barbara,': 
110ther tel t something had to be done. i! 
i! 
Some time after aarriage, when mother was still in her early twenties,ji 
she had become prer;nant with Barbara speeif'ioally to relien a physi- 'I 
cal infirmity. She had an exoelle:at pregnancy and an easy deliTery. I! 
When mother took OTer f'ull oars of' the baby, the inf'irai ty returned I' 
in tull f'oroe ud was of'ten a real haadicap, especially at the menses, il 
Jlother was frequently afraid she would drop the baby, and of'ten to\md !i 
it impossible to go to her when she cried at night, so had to walce ;: 
father who then oared tor Barbara or brought her to mother. Barbara '1 
was a good baby, Ull.deiiUllldinr; and apparently ooJI.siderate of' liOther' s 
handicap. She was not breast-ted, but accepted the bottle with no 
probleme and gradually weued herself'. Her development was aTerage, 
with toilet traillinc; preseJI.ting the o:a.l.y real dif'f'ioul ty. Begimrl.ng 
at ten mo:aths, Barbara was put 011. the toidy after meals f'or bowel 
training, and f'ram fourteen months was put on the toidy before sleep 
tor bladder traiaing. Barbara was tully trained at eighteen months, 
but regressed after an ill.JI.ess at two years. At three years, she was 
still wettiag qd soilillg, despite epaaktnr;s. Jlother's infirmity 
of'ten prevented her putting Barbara on the toidy, so she had to de-
pend on the child's cooperation. Shortly before referral, Barbara 
was trained suocesstully with the help of' a reward. 
Barbara had begu~~. to play w1 th other children when she was about two 
and one-half' years, and the trouble had ber;= then, She would always ,i 
t&Jce other children' a toys aad refuse to share her own, fighting 8:lflf :: 
atteapt by other children to rer;ai:a their toys. She had become r;radu- 1! 
ally !lOre md more aggressive, Ulltil by referral she would kick or :1 
scratch even a struge child on the street w1 thout provocation. Bar- ii 
bara was jealous of' other ohildre11. to whom mother gave attention, !: 
waitinr; till mother had put them dOIQI. bef'ore attacking. Neighbors ,, 
were ukiag critical oOIIDilell.ts about Barbara blaming her f'or 8:lflf troubl~ 
which arose, and children in the 11.eighborhood ware persecuting her, 
both of' which f'aots disturbed mother Tery much. Barbara also had be-
come very nervous. 
](other• s own history inTolved a :aUIIber of' problems. She was the 
younger of' two daughters, bol'll fairly close together, !laternal graad- i' 
pareD.ts were strict and unsociable, entertained r- triends, and ob- ;! 
jeoted to their daughters' goinr; out, Ma.terJI.&l aunt had a good tiae :, 
nevertheless, and mother was blamed f'or everything. Mother f'elt that 1: 
maternal grandfather was a wo:aderf'ul person, but that maternal grand- :: 
mother favored mater'Jl&l aunt. Jlother could not remember 8:lflfthing good I; 
which matel'llal grandmother had ever done f'or her, She always felt in-j~· 
f'erior because she never had aDy parties, nor could she briar; friends 1 
hoae. Af'ter .,ther lett school, she worked hard at an ottioe job .
1 
while mater:aal aUJI.t had q easier job and a better time. Both sisters I 
married, but -.ter:aal llllnt had more ehildren and continued to be f'a- [, 
vcred by -.tel'Jlal grandmother, somethinr; about which mother f'elt very 11 
stroagly. Bar'bara would attaok her cousins wh8J1. she played with them,j, 







had been. Mother never liked to argue with people and always got 
walked on, particularly lly maternal aunt. Jlother always tel t left 
out and alone, therefore did not wut Barbara to be lett out by other 
ohildreJJ.. She did :aot wa.at Barbara to grow up the way mother did, 
but wanted her able to atand up f'or herself, as mother felt that was 
the only way to get ~ere. However, she did not want Barbara to 
be so aggressive that she was disliked, and mother would r;et upset 
when people criticised Barbara. 
Mother had met father at her work, and they married when she was a-
bout twenty and he was several years older, despite a difference in 
their cultural backgrounds. Mother had gone to an all-r;irl high 
school, where she had learned :aothing of' the world. She had felt 
UD&ble to ask questions ot' maternal grandmother, so was quite uapre-
pared for :u.rital relations, which had so frightened and shocked her 
that she telt this was cloaely oonneoted with her intinaity, which 
developed soon after marriar;e. Father was gentle and considerate, i 
but 11111ther OOlltiBued to feel extr-ly r;uil ty and aervous, and worried !I 
all the tiDe lest she get preguat again. Barbara always slept in · 
their bedroom, and mother felt she 11111st lolcnr a great deal, but there 
was nowhere else to put her in their SIIUI.ll apartment. 
Father had c011111 from an UDhappy h011111 and had been reared Tery strict- ,. 
ly. Pateraal grandfather had died early and father had gone to strict 1: 
boarding sohools. He aever got along with his stepfather. Pateraal 'i 
r;randmother was independeat and bossy and had not approved of the mar- li 
ria'"• Father himself was a Tery ldlld persoa whose gallant trea"bu.ent . 
ot' woasa had impressed mother whe:a she first kllew him. In the mar-
riar;e, mother felt that he was wonderful and considerate, witll.out a 
mean streak in h1m. His i:asisteDoe on a quiet and orderly household, 
however, caused some strain when he was at hOlliS. He felt mother was 
too lenient with Barbara and was quicker to strike her than mother 
was. Jlother felt he diiiii&Dded too much of the child and got Barbara 
flustered and nervous, although she adored her father. 
In the clinic, where Barbara and her mother were in treatment for oTer 11 
a year, Barbara was very demanding ot' the nursery sohool teacher's 'I 
atteation and jealous of the other children. The therapist felt that 
Barbara's primary problea oeatered around eeTere early depriT&tion at 
the hands of her llllibiTalent and handioapped mother, which left Bar-
bara starTed f'or close relationships with children and adults. She .. 
was unable to express her ar;gressioa directly toward her mother, so :j 
deflected it to SIIUI.ll children. !Jl the clinic Barbara ahowed her need 1[ 
to control. The therapist felt also that there was some eTidenoe of ' 
her iDvolTeaeat in the oedipal situation, although most of Barbara's 
difficulties were at the pre-oedi~l level. 
The aggressive aotiTity of' thia child would appear to have a number of 
;j 
functiou. It was not o:aly resel'ftd for ohildren, who were not such power-'' 
II 
ful figures as the parents, but it also served as an indirect attack upon il 
I 





strongly identified with her child and deriTed some satisfaction froa see-
bg bell.aTior b Barbara whioh was illhibi ted in herself. Barbara's behaTior 
must also han been influenced by the uaderlyimg tension between father and 
mother, both oTer reari:ag methods and over their personal relationship, 
with all the deep-rooted fears it eToked in 110ther. 
Group III - Description and Case SU!marY 
The three children in this group (Edward, Fae and Harry) present more 
# 
I 
s~ptCIIU than those in Group II, but lees extensin than !! 
those in Group IV. 
- I 
Edward and Harry were the only children among the twelnil 
for whom masturbation was giTe!l. as a prese:~~.ting problem about which their 
:.others were much concerned. (Alice, in Group IVi had been masturbating, 
but her mother mentio:~~.ed it chiefly to get permission to ignore the prac-
tice). Fae•s central problem was her great conflict with her mother, so 
that her defiance and general DOn-conformity had her mother in a state of 
great llllltiety. Of the three children, Harry had the more serious inToln-
ment with pre-oedipal problems, in his aeart:.c and strewing his rooa. 
case Summary 3: Harry 
Harry was the elder of two sons in a middle-class Protestant family 
whose lllOther referred him at about three and one-half' years because 
he was difficult to manage and would -sturbate with slippery f'abrios. 
He also had a history of' extenaiTe soiling. 
Harry was not a planned child, but was born barely :11.ine lllOnths after 
the u.rriage, following an easy pregnancy. He was t'ed by bottle on 
a demand schedule, and had ao reported feeding problema until he was 
weaned at f'ourteB:II. moathe, after which he lost his taste for milk. 
:Motor deTelopment was a little slcnr tor this large, heaTy child. By 
contrast, he was toilet traiaed at the age of' fiTe months. He was 
sometimes eonstipated, a CO:II.dition whioh mother combated with supposi-
tories. Also at f'in :.o:11ths, Barry deTeloped large, heaTy sores Oll 
his p8:11.ic. Before he was two years old, Harry eut his hand seTSrely 
enough to require orthopedic attention. His brother was born who 
Harry was about two and oae-half years, and when mother came heme a-
gaia, Harry wanted to sit on her lap all day long. Soon thereafter, 



























Harry's parents f'irst noticed his aaaturbating when he was just over 
three years old, when he began to seek out sof't and slippery fabrics. 
At the same time, he became inoreasiJ!&ly dif'f'ioult to manage. He was :1 
always gsttiag into things, and had been known to strew the oontents !: 
of' a drawer all OTer the rooa. At other times he had a bowel movement I] 
all over the room. Although Harry liked his brother, he was also jea- !I 
lous of' him, expressillg this occasionally in aggressive use of' urine. I 
He would not mind his pare:11.ta, dawdled over his f'ood, and ran away :1 
several till.es. Harry had tights with the other children in the largelyjl 
Catholic neighborhood aad did not play well with them. He was curre:at-11 
ly sharing the pare:11.t&l bedro011, because maternal aunt and her new 1 
baby were uai~~~g his room, and mother had trouble getting him to go to 11 
sleep. ,i 
,, 
Harry's parents were both attractive youag people who were quite con-
cer:aed about Harry. They had had muoh worry over financial dif'f'ioul-
ties in tho early days of' their marriage. Yore recently, since the 
birth of' the second child, father had been troubled by a bad back 
which immobilized him a good deal. Father was very f'ond of' Harry, 
takillg OYer with hila when he came hoae at night, but felt that Harry 
ehould be able to tend f'or hiaself' and get alOJ!& enn with the tough 
youngsters of' that :aeighborhood. The parents had some contiJI.ui.Jig dis-






n Yother, who was the youngest of' three daughters, spoke little of' her ,, 
own. baokgroUlld but emphasized that she got along very well with her lj 
sisters because of' their good home lite. (However, she was quite sen- 11 
sitive to paternal grandmother's favoring paternal aunt over father). 1'1 
She described maternal grandf'ather as a very kind and UJI.derstanding 
persoa, the sort who let the children do as they pleased. On the otherl 
hand, maternl grandmother appeared to mother as a very nervous persoa 
who was afraid of' what would happen. if' she did punish her children. I' 
Yother's dif'f'ioulties iD managing her own child had reached the point I 
where she was afraid to leave him alone &JIY'I"here lest he disrupt I' 
enrything ia the roca. She could not beliOTe him when he said he 'II. 
was beiag good, and would have to go OJI.d look. 
1[ Yother was rather impatient at the time inTolved in helping Harry to 
11 lelll"..l to do thillgs arouad the house, because she could do them herself' 
li more quickly and easily. On the other hand, she belie-red in answeriJ!& 
I 
ohildrea•s questiou. Harry was allowed to watch mother as she dress-
ed, u.d ehe a:uwered his questioii.S about anatamioal details, appare:at-
ly att.ulatiag his iaterest ia maaturbatiJ!&. 
ll,l Harry aad his mother were in treat11111nt f'or several mo:aths. Although I'!,. he was not reported to attack adults at hame, Harry did hit his thera-
pist and his teacher at tho clinic. 
29 
It Both Harry' a masturbation and his nnsnageable behaTior appear related to 11 
il the stillulating and f'righte:aiag situatio:a in which he f'ouad himself', sharing II 
[.the parental bedroom and beiJ!& allowed great freedom with his mother. His I' 
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II ,I both eDcourage regression (the smsari•g episodes) and increase his fear et ~I pUlli.shment fer the feelings which his parents did aot help him to suppress. Ill 
il ji His behaTior also sernd as retaliatio• tor parental treatment, a Deed iJ 
'II J,' 
I 
which was expressed directly by hitting adults in the clinic, Personal 
!I ud fillancial te.lliou betwen his parnta also probably entered into the ~~ 
!I stimulating ud frightelling situation. ~~~~ 









Group IV includes the six rems.illling children of the study, all of I 
! 
I 
whom had problems in feeding ud in other areas, as well as in over-aggres- j 
sive behaTior. This group includes three of the four untreated cases, I 
The spread of symptoms in these ohildrea iDdioatea the extent of damage. 






Case SW!DUU'Y 4a Dollald II 
DoD&ld, the e•ly child in a lliddle-class Jewish family, had been taken I 
'by his adoptive pare•ts at the age of six weeks. At ten months, the 
adoptive mother applied at the clillic tor psychological tests for I 
Dollald, but did not follow through. She brought him agaill at two and !1 
o:ae-half years because of his over-actiTity. At that tiae he also did ]'j 
not talk, he wet aad soiled oontiml.ously, ate excessively, and would lj 
u.ot go to sleep ualess one pare:at lay dcnm with hia. llother was es- , 
pecially concerned 'by his over-actiTi ty ud his slow speech develop- li 
aent. She had been aware before taking Dould that his own mother ,
1
. 
was illtelleotually backward, Ill 
Wheu. Do:aald was taken 'by his adoptive pareats at six weeks, he was 1 
bau.ging his head, but this soon cleared up. He always slept and ate !! 
well, and was weaned at one and one-half years f'rOIIl bottle to cup with 1 
no difficulty. llotor developll8:at (aside from speech) had been normal, 
1 but there had bee• real trouble in toilet training, \'lhich was first I 
attempted at eight months, Donald had broken a number of' toidies and j 
refused to relieve h:lll.self' till he was u.o longer en a toidy. His 
over-activity had become a problaa first at about one and one-halt 
years, whe:a he would stand up ill his orill at night and shake the bars 
so violently that he kept the neighbors awake. He liked to play with 
other childreD, but tried to dollinate them and often got into fights, 













had been the youngest by aeTen years in a !'amily of three boys and jl 
one r;irl. Maternal grandparents had oome crrer from Eastern Europe. 1! 
)(other had boon especially close to ~~~&tarnal gra!ld:mother and was open-11 
ly bitter against uternal griUidtather, llhom aha described as cruel I, 
to her mother, a selfish and mean old man. Jlother had escaped the If 
conflict at home by goi»g out a good deal, working and later marry1nt; !i 
father. A. r- years after her marriage, ll&.ternal t;randmother died, i 
leavi»g mother with a heavy burdea of r;uilt because she felt she oouldli 
haTe saved her mother had she net been preoccupied with her own life. f' 
](other had little to do with her family after maternal grandmother' a :1 
death, although she eTinoed some attaoluaent to one brother, who had 1 
taken her out and given her so:me attention in her youth, and llhoae lj 
bioyole she had always liked very -oh. In contrast to her own i'ami- il 
ly, 110ther was enthusiastic about father and his family, llhom she ; 
characterized as good-... tured and straightforward, Father's own 'i' 
physical difficulties rarely interfered with his good humor. ,I 
,j 
ii 
Parents had turned to adoption after medical treatments !'ailed to li 
resolTS 110ther• s sterility, and had taken Donald after maternal t;rand-~ 
110ther•s death, )(other felt they had always been locking for problems! 
a.ad had beea a little soared, trying not to show Donald their - ' 
tiona. Toilet pro'bleas had beeu. particularly difficult tor her. Ko- ! 
ther described herself' as a painfully olean person who just could not I 
stand disorder, •erTOus a.ad high-strung, and apt to fly ott the handle 1 
both with Donald ud with father. 'I 
In the olinio, Donald was TOry aotiTO and quite sociable, rarely play_ll 
i:ag aloae, He was oooperative a.ad !'riendly, well able to go after ii 
whateT&r he wanted. He was somet~s alert and aware o:r everything 
about him, sometimes out of contact. lie spoke quite distinctly at 
first, less distinctly later, and used a large vocabulary with child-
ren but ut with adults. He hit his JU.le therapist very vigorously. 
Donald and his 1110ther were in treatment for seTeral months, and re-
turned for further help a r- months later, at the time of' follow-up. 
This meticulous and anxious mother de.anded more of her adopted child than 
he could perfol'lll. Her burden ot guilt and hostility towards her own pa-
reats, together with her concern over disorder, lessened her ability to 
giTS warm motherimg to this child, who ill turn refused to giTS her the 
speeeh she wanted and controlled both his parents by his own activity. 
Do:aald' s mother knowingly selected a ohild of doubtful parentage, and her 
euui:a.t uxiety about him both illplicitly encourar;ed him to be a probl-
child, and reflected her feelings about her own iDperf'ections. 
Case SummarY 5: Jack 





aJid was referred by his mother at about two and one-halt years tor his 
over-aotivity. He Wll.s also destructive aud a sleepint; problem. Vo- I' 
ther wanted to leave him in the nursery school. 
Jack was born several years after his sister. Medical treaiaent had 
been llecessary before either prep.aDGy was possible. Mother was ill 
all during her pregnanoy with Jack, stayint; in bed two months to 
avoid a miscarriage. lie was born several weeks prematurely, after 
easy labor. :Mother did not r81118111ber much early history, but did 





Jack's activity had been a problem ever since he was able to walk. 11 
He did ut pl~~¥ with toys but rau trom one thing to another, refusing 11 
to sit still lo:ag enough to eat. He j1111ped out of his high chair II 
when he was ,_ll and had practically pOUJlded his crib to pieces. I; 
Another big problem was his refusal to go to sleep. Jaok slept iJI. the II' 
parents' room !llld would awake after two or three hours, then would I' 
talk and demand one thi:ag after a:aother, so that mother got about l 
tour hours' sleep. 'Mother enjoyed Jaok' s brightness and his delight- 11 tul sense of humor, but was unable to control his activity. Jack 1 
never oared it he WII.S punished. The family was living with maternal 
grandparents, but was under pressure to move because Jack was too m.uoh 
tor the graadparents, and also because they were upset over the imai- , 
nent departure of a maternal uncle to a hazardous job. 1: 
Mother contrasted Jack with his sister, who was a brilliant girl and li 
very -ll behaved as a child. Mother used to enjoy reading to her and •
1 
having tea parties with her, but Jaok would not sit still long enough I 
to be read to. llother said sister was very attractive, while Jack '1, 
was h-l:r even as a baby, reseabliDg mother and also looking a little 1· 
like father. 
i, 
'Mother, liho was b. her early thirties, had been born in Eastern Eu-
rope and o8JD.e to this country with her family when she was very young. 
She had two brothers, one away trCIIII home and the other about to leave. 
Mother said that she had been ill ever since Jaok was born but not 
before. She had been Ullder treatment at a hospital, where she was 
told that Jack was the cause ot her illness, although she had not 
thought of this before. She was troubled with tamtiDg and vomiting, 
together with maay other symptoms, and could not sleep because Jack 
made so muoh noise. 'Mother had been ill some months before referral, 
had tainted a lot, and therefore had moved to maternal grandparents' 
home. Her nervousness kept her pretty 11111eh at home, and she felt she 
could not leave her parents• home until she got help with Jack. She 
proposed simply leaving him at the clinic all day, although she ex-
pected him to yell and cry all day lo:ag it she did so. 
llother gave little i:atormaticm about father, who was about her age 1
1 
and bor11. in this country. Ha worked very long hours, so that ha could·~ 
not help mother 1111oh. He also OOllSidared Jack a problem, tor ha had 1 
been all worn eut attar spa:adiDg just one day with him. I' 
I 
)[other brought Jack very irregularly to clinia, where she watched him 




criticism and nagging. At one pciDt, she seemed more relaxed as she 
reported that materu.l grandfather was fiXing up a nearby apartment 
to which mother could move. At the saae time, the therapist f'ouu.d 
Jack less noisy, smili:ag often, with no temper tantrums, and enjoyi:ag 
his ~oup iD Bursary school. SeTeralweeks later, after a prolo:aged 
absence, Jack had a seTere temper tantrum, tried wildly to destroy 
all the objects in the roam, yelled, aBd attacked the therapist. Mo-
ther sat through this session with a facial expression of' "deepest 
depression and repugnance," brought Jack one more time, then stayed 
-Y· 
This mother's intease rejection of' her active son, in contrast to her 
pleasure in the older daughter, provided suf'f'ioient stimulus f'or his de-
structive activity, which mother was unable to limit. What lay behind the 
rejeotio• and weighted it more heavily than her concurront enjoyment of i; 
II 
her son, was only dimly suggested by the kncnm facts, but presumably can- 1i 
,, 
tared in the area of her OWJl :f'aaily relationships and her reaction te be~~~ 
asked by her parents to leave their hCIR8. ,j 
Parental Motives tor Referral 
Nine of' these DDthera brought their children directly to the Child-
re•'• Center f'or help. Two mothers went first to other agencies :f'rom 
which they were ref' erred to the Children' a Center, but in beth oases the 
mothers apparently initiated the attempt to :f'ind help. Irving was re-
tarred through a private casework agenoy, which took responsibility :f'or 
getti:ag him to olinio while his mother was unable to do this. Even iD 
Irving's case, however, his mother came tor the initial interview at the 
















in getting help. However, the source. uf' this interest were probably~ j! 
~md varied. The following discussion is based on the writer's interpre-
tations of the case material, and is in no sense intended as an exhaustive 
analysis. 
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I 
1 deep Ullderstanding of individual motivations, oertain similarities can bo 
'I I seiiJl among various of these twelve mothers. For example, mothers llho feel II 
II it aeoossary to "do soll8thing11 about ao•-oont'onnist behavior are often tho 11 
1
1 'II 1 same olllos who o&lmOt stand disorder or havilll!; things out of control. Six 
I 
'1l II. ( ) of those tlrolve mothers verbalized their intolerance of' disorder Row 14 , 
! il 
I : :e t::::s t~ ::: :::: =~::s tr~1:::: :::::s;:e~:~r:~:na:~: ~~ 














who did !lot stay in treatment or who, like Donald' a mother, f'oUl!.d it very 
difficult to participate in treatment. This -y be because their anxiety 
over being involved in treatment was veater than that over the children's 
behavior, or perhaps because they could not eDdure the examination of this 
behavior and of' their feelings about it which would be entailed in treat-
mont. A good example is the mother of' Larry (Group IV), a very 11111ticulous 
~who was upset over beiag in tho .enopause, and disappointed that all 
her four children were boys. She se-ed equally unable to IIUl"ture Larry 
and to tolerate either his messiness or the aggression he directed against 
her. However, talking with a sooial worker or a psychiatrist was even 
more of a threat to her, so that she fouad various excuses and quickly 
withdr- from contact. 











!1 'I I 
I' 
I, 
as the mother of Fae, llho had attempted suicide and 'Who consciously feared ~~~~ 





Karl's mother also said she felt like killiag hba or killing herself when 
he was younger. Later her fear was expressed in terms of' Karl's possibly 
developing like herself' IIDd like aateraal uandfather, whom she described 
as q lJily, bitter, sullen perscm with moods like her own. Fear of' one' a 

















sultant anxiety when control is threate:ud. 
Several of these mothers impressed their workers as immature, and at il 
II 








people reaching out for support. Alice's mother complained specifically 





This 11.0ther used her illtel'Tiew time to pour out her per- :j II her OWl!. battles. 




ot a ohild, 'llhioh turna illto hostile d&»llds 'llhen his needs are not met, :: I' 
II 
becomes too much for a depement IIZ1d islature parent to sustain alone. I' il 




I! relatiOllllhip with a worker fr011. a:aother &gBJlCY, apparently used this work-
wr to meet her CI1IJl dependeat meeds. 
Besides the personal :aotives indicated above, cultural factors in 
seaaitivity to aggressive behavior may also enter into these parental mo-
tivatioas. Qae aspect is the Americam middle-class aversion to personal 
violence, as contrasted with relatively ~eater tolerance ot it in the 
lower elaas.6 Eight of these mothers were coUTincingly middle class in 
tel'lll8 of their education, economic status and family occupations, while 
their system of values bore out this classification. The other four mo-
thers were difficult to classify in these terms, three of them because of 
i:uutficient infol'llllltion and the fourth because she was a Ne~o and thus 
a member of a special ~oup. 
Another possible cultural factor lies in membership in the Jewish 
minority, as discussed on page 10 above. Five of the clearly middle-

























pa.reu.ts came oTer t'rODl Eastern Europe, while the immediate origins of' the 
others a.re not lcn01IJI.. 
This chapter has covered material found in the records of' these 


































PRESENTATION OF DATA, PAR1'·.2 :( 
lr 
I' ~~ ~ow-Up I111terv~ 










sought in follow-up interviews with the parents, conducted by the writer I 
' I 
These interviews were :/ as part of regular clinic procedure on closed cases. 
conducted preferably with the mothers, because the earlier oonteots were 





cepted where this seemed preferred by the mothers. Face-to-face interviews 11 
i' were conducted by the writer with seven mothers and with two fathers. 11 
il 
I, 
Where only the father was seen, there was also a brief telephone contact 
I 
' with the mother. One mother was interviewed entirely by telephone, as she 11 
was ~illing either to come in or to be interviewed at home, but she seem-11 
ed to talk quite freely and willingly on the telephone. Follow-up informa-ii 
j: 
tion on another oase was obtained from the worker who saw mother and child il 
i! 
on their spontaneous return for further help. The twelfth mother did not li 
keep her appeintment nor respond to the letter in which it was offered, 
so that the follow-up material on her child (Fae) is lacking. 
Ji 
I' I Only two of il 
the follow-up interviews were home visits (Charles and Jaok), as the other II 
1: parents seen were willing to aooept clinic appointments. 
It was found that these face-to-face interviews were very helpful to 
the writer in giving lite to the recorded case material and in providing 
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!j Description of Table I 












Table I (see page 39 below) presents certain basic facts abstracted 
II 
II 
il from the follow-up interviews. The children are listed in this table ao- II 
cording to their grouping in Chapter III, and brief summaries of the follow~ 
jl 




The first two columns in Table I illdicate whether the child was 
ed or not treated, according to the definition given on page 3 above. 
I 
next column gives the interval between closing of the case and follow-up. lj 
The children's ages ranged from four to ten years at the time of follow-up.ji 





1' months to seven years. Time is given in terms of years plus months, with il I 
I 
dashes dividing the digits. li !I 
Material on the children's behavior symptoms is arranged in two triple ij 
'I I! 
colUlllllB, one for OT&r-aggressive behavior and the other for other behavior II 
symptoms. Each column is divided into three sections, indicating respec-
I 
tively no improvement, some improvement, and good improvement. 
I 








that they express the conscious attitude of the parent tawar4'th* child's lj 
II 
behavior. 
The last column concerns the parent's attitude toward the clinic, in 
terms of whether clinic contact was felt to have helped or whether further I 
help was desired. Not all parents verbalized this attitude. The only 
parent who expressed a feeling that the clinic had not helped was one who 
was asking for further treatment of the problem. 
Analysis of Table I 







































FOLLCM"-UP INFORllATION ON TWELVE CHILDREN 
REFERRED FOR UNMANAGEABLE BEHAVIOR 
Orer-!i;Q:eaaive Other Probrem 
Inter- Imprcnoe.at Improvement 
val None SOIIIB Good None S OIIIB Good 
l-4 X 
0-8 X X 
l-2 X X 
0-4 X X 
5-l (No follow-up i.nf'ormation) 
0-6 X X 
0-9 X 
0-5 X X 
5-9 X X 
7- X X 
0-6 X X 
3-4 X X 












• These mothers spoke of getting further help but were not sure 
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shown good improvement in their over-aggressive behavior. These are 
Charles in Group I, Barbara and George of Group II, and Harry in Group 
III. Edward of Group III was rated as aamewhe.t improved, while follow-
up material was lacking for Fae. None of the children in Group IV was 
rated as showing good improVEIII$nt. Jive of them were rated as somewhat 
improved, while Alios 1 s 110ther tel t that there was no improvement. 
In the group of other behavior symptoms, no parent cited good improve-il 
I, 
ment for her child. Eight parents indicated some improvement, while two 
(mothers of Alice and of Karl) felt there was no improvement. Charles had 
no other behavior symptoms at the time of referral to be rated. 
It might be thought that age would help to resolve sane of the behav-
ior problems of these children, so that children for whom the follow-up 
interval was longest might be expected to have done better than those with 
very short intervals •1 However, the three children with the longest inter-:1 
ve.ls (Irving, Jack and Larry) were all rated as only somewhat improved in 
their over-aggressive behavior. Of the six children who were followed up 
in less than a year, Barbara and l!arry were rated as showing good improve-
ment, while Edward, Donald and Karl were rated as somewhat improved. 
Alice, the sixth child, was rated as net improved. Age would not appear to:, 
be an important factor. 
Comparison between treated and untreated oases reveals that, of the 
tour untreated oases, three are rated as showing some improvement and one 
as showing good improveaent. The seven treated oases on wham material is 
1 The follow-up interval is given in the table in preference to 
exact age at follow-up, as a precaution to disguise the children's identi-
ties. The four longest intervals (including Fae's) correspond in fact to 
the greatest ages at follow-up, ranging from seven to ten years. The 
ages of the six children followed up in less than a year range from four 
to five and one-halt years. Ages of the remaining two children fell be-
tween five and six and one-half years. 
' 
---= 
available are grouped into three who show good improvement, one who shows 
no improvement, and three who show some i.Dprovemsnt. 
i' was not treated, is &~~~ong the three who show same improvement. 
While a scatter in results is to be expected, it is interesting that 
the six children in Group IT, whose problems appear to be the most far-
reaching, are all either only somewhat imprOYed or not improved at all, 
according to the judg~~~~nt of their parents. In contrast, the children 
showing good improvement ocmstitute all of' Groups I and II, and include 
one child in Group III. There appears to be some relationship between 
extent of the problem and degree of imprOYement. 
Similarly, it is the mothers of the three children in Groups I and II 
, who verbalize a feeling that the clinic contact was of help. The other 
II 
I' mothers who spoke of this either wanted further treatment, or, in the case 
1: 
,, of two untreated children, raised the questi<m of getting treatment at the 
time of follow-up. 
Follow-Up SUj!!ries 
Those oases which were SUIIIIIIal'ised in Chapter III for each group are 
presented here as illustrations of the kinds of follow-up material which I ,, 
the parents brought to the interviews, as well as to round out the 





Charles• mother was interviewed in a home visit after an interval of 
one and one-quarter years, and described Charles as greatly improved. 
She had realized that he was very shy with people and had given muoh 
attention to helping him with this. Charles gradually became at ease 'i 
with other children, was sometimes rough but never destructive, and ' 
was doing very well in kindergarten. His hitting had eased off gradu- 'I 
ally. He saw much leu of his UB.cles now because he did not like 11 
their fighting. il 
:U:other expressed the feeling that the trouble had been really with li 
41 
I 
the parents and other adults, :.ot with Charles. She was happily work-il 
, 1ng in the avenin&& at a congenial occupation which helped finanoiallyj'
1
. 
































and which she was handling so as not to hurt father's pride, so that ;1 
the financial tension had eased also. Mother felt that the clinic con- II 
tact had helped if only to assure her that Charles was Jl.ormal. i! 
d II 
Follow-Up SW1!1D!.1'Y 2: Barbara 
:i 
SeeD at the oli».ic leas than a year attar Barbara had lef't, her mother ;1l 
118.11 e11.thusiastic about the changes which had continued in her behavior. , 
Barbara 118.11 behaving like a little lady now, and was welcome wherever :1 
she WB!lto Her health was improving, she had put on weight despite a • 
recent minor operation. She played well with older children but still 
resented the yoWJger ones and sometimes really hurt them. In school, 
Barbara was quick and alert, but was still nervous and tended to roam 
aroUDd rather than stay in her seat. The teacher described her to mo-
ther as over-anxious to take on responsibility and bossy in the school ii 
room. llother herself' was feeling p-eat physical relief f'rom her intir- i[ 
mity f'ollowing a major operation, f'rca which she was still reooverillg. ij 
Mother f'elt that the oli!lic had been just the thing to help, that she :
1 herself' would DOt have lal011ll what to do. 
Foll~p SUI!!!!!!.l7 3: Harry 
Father was seen at clinic only a f'n months after Harry lei't, and re-
ported that Harry was behaTing better although he was sometimes irri ta- 'I 
ting. He was playing well with children iJI. the neighborhood, fending 
better for himself' • and the earlier f'riotion with the other children 
was gone. Harry also got along much better with his brother. Harry 
was not IIUI.sturbating much, and never wet in the daytimes now, although 
he still wet so11111times at night. He aometimes persistently did just 
what he was told not to do at hCBDII, although he minded very well in 





Father indicated that there was still disagre811111nt between the parents ,/ 
on rearing practices, as he f'elt mother unnecessarily spanked Harry 
two or three t:lmss a d~. llcther • on the telephone, said she now 
realised that Harry could JIOt possibly be a perf'ect child, and that 
they were enjoying him a great deal more than before. Things were 
easier fiiWlOially and parents hoped to move soon, expecting that life II 
would be easier iJI. a l:l.fiW place with more room. 'jl 
:I Follow-Up SUI!!!!!!.l'Y 4: Do:as.ld ,, 
Mother was back at clinic asking f'or further help just a f'ew months 
after Donald had lef't. He had i:llpraYed and calmed d011ll a great deal, 
and was talking much more than earlier • but was still very active and , 
did not talk well enough to reassure mother about him. Donald no long-:! 
er wet or soiled during the day, but wet every night. He loved to playil. 
with other children but did not know how, 111:1.d they would beat him up. , 
Mother • s two IIUI.in concerns were Donald's constant demands for atten- !/ 
tion, which wore her out, and her anxiety over his possibly being re- jl 
tarded, so that she continued to ask f'or a def'initive answer on this. li 
Donald had bean going to a nursery school, where there had been no i' 
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II Follow-Up Summary 5: Ja.ok 
Jack's father was seen in a home visit about seven years after Jack I!  
lei't the clinic. Father, who evidently had a. warm relationship with f: 
his son, reported that Jack was a little gentleman at home now, no 'i 
lcmger wild and destructive, but helpful and thoughtful as far as j, 
father was concerl!ed. Some difficulties continued in his behavior 'I 
with 110ther, and he also was obstreperous in school. Jack was get- 1,1 
ting good grades in school despite his poor conduct, but had to change! 
schools a. I1UIIIber of times because of conduct. Father had seen Ja.ok 1 
through a period ot tire-setting and playing with matches • but hec was::;' 
over that I!Oir. There were I!O current problems with sleeping or teed- 11 
·~~ ;, ~· il 
Both father and motiler 1111ntioned that Jaok's older sister was doing 11 
extremely well, and mother indicated there was quite a difference be- i 
tween them. Jack took so much attention and was such a. live wire tha.tll 

















I S'DlliiARY AND COHOLUSIOJS 
Twelve case reoor4s ot children referred to the James J. Jackson Put-
:aaJil Children's Center tor help with UJIIIUI:Ilageable behavior were studied to 
learn wha.t sorts ot Ul11118.1!1.ageable behavior these children exhibited, .mat 
other behavior symptCIIIS occurred ill. the same children, and .mat sorts ot 
motives impelled their parents to bring them to a clinic. Follow-up inter- i[ 
views were conducted with eleven pareats to determine the later status ot 
the behavior symptOIIB. 
The behavior symptoms ot each child, as given by the parent, were ab-
stracted tram the record and plotted on the horizontal axis ot a chart, in 
ii 
terms ot general areas and specific symptC11118. The vertical axis ot the 'I ,, 
lj 
chart was composed ot certain UDtavorable enviroDIJI8ntal factors, including 'I 
specific rearing practices, the ordinal position ot each child in his tllllli-11 
li 
ly, and a sst ot unfavorable maternal attitudes. All of these children 
displayed over-aggressive behavior ot one kind or another, ot which the 
'I 
11.0st frequent (occurring in nine children) was that of hitting other child- 1i 
reza. There was a wide range of concurrent behavior symptoms in other 
I' 
areas , with some children having symptoms in 1llllliJ more areas than others ot 1l 
,, 
'I these children. It was D.Oted that the range ot behavior symptoms ot these !. 
childreza did net include 1llllliJ ~ptoms characteristic ot the aaxious or 
the withdrawn child, and that these twelve children could be described, in 
general, as actively meeting their eJl9'ircmaents rather than as withdrawing 
tr011. the struggle. 
Examination ot the eJl9'iroDIIl8Jltal f'actora associated with the behavior I 
. II 
symptoll.s revealed a scatter, characteristic throughout the chart, lihich was II 
iJl accord with common experience that aiadlar behavior in a uumber of indi~ 
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'I li 
i' 
The viduals mAy be associated with a variety of enTiromaental factors. 
most frequent enviromnental factor was early toilet training, listed for 
I 
all ot the :aine children whose mothers ,;ave information on toilet training. II 
The ohart also revealed a clustering of cases who were "hard to manage 11 
and were toilet trai:a.ed early, with a parallel cluster of mothers who ex- lj 
pressed their low tolerance of disorder. A stailar pattern was shown for 





trained early and ~ ot their mothers could :aot tolerate disorder. 
:I 
I pattern of clustering bears cut the cOlllllon observation that children in con-jj 
I 
tliot with their mothers tend to misbehave precisely in the areas in which il 
they have beeu u:ader special pressure, which are ,;enerally the areas ill 
which lllisbehavior is best calculated to bother their mothers. 
On the basis of the spread of symptoms tor each child, the children 
were divided into tour groups, ranging from Group I tor fairly normal be-
havior, to Group IT, whose six members had problems in all the areas chart-!; 




I groups. One case SUJIIJI8Z'Y was prese:ated tor each group with the exception 
ot Group IV, for which two case sUIIIIIBl'ies were presented. 
Pareutal motives tor referral were e:uained in terms of the sources of 
I, 
'I ii referral and of the UDderlying COJICeru of the pareats. The t;enerality of 1: 
li early toilet training in these oases, and the frequent verbalization of the /1 
i! mothers • iJI.toleranoe of disorder, suggested that lii8.D\Y of these mothers cams il 
I! to the clinic in order to "do something" about a situation which they felt I! 
I! it neoes sary to keep under control. The writer suggested that the need to i! 






mant, although in the case of other mothers their anxiety over the problem i! 
I' ,I was sufficiently i:atense to outweigh their anxiety over 'llhat might be in-






The ditfioul~ experienced by an immature mother ia tolerating her 
child's hostile dependeDCy was mentioned as another factor operative in 
seTeral of these mothers. 
Certain possible cultural factors in parental sensitivi~ to acgres-
sin behavior were discussed, especially the traditional American middle-
class anrsion to personal violence. The possibili~ was mentioned of a 
special sensitivi~ to violence in Jll8llbers of the Jewish minori~. Eight 
of these mothers were listed as middle-clasa in terms of education, eoono-
mic status and family occupation. Six •others, five of whom were middle-
class, were of Jewish families. 
The oirOUIIBtanoes of the follow-up interviews were described, and 
their results tabulated in Table I, in which the children's current status 
was given as seen by the parent interviewed. Examination of Table I indi-
cated no appreciable signiticance for the factor of age at the time of 
follow-up. Comparison of treated a.nd. untreated cases revealed that more 
treated than UJt.treated oases were rated by the parents as showing good 
improvement in over-aggressive behavior, while all untreated cases were 
rated as showing at least some improt8M8Ato Comparison among the various 
groups revealed that Good improvement appeared only in Groups I through 
III, while none of the children in Group IV was rated as better than some-
what improved. There would appear to be some relationship between the ex-
tent of the problem and the degree of improvement as seen by the parents. 
SUIIIIIIU'ies of the follow-up JU.terial were presented for eaoh of the fin 
children whose recorded oaees had been summarized earlier. 
':p('J:L;_1(a~ 
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Date ot referral 
Referral age•t 
other agency contaote 
Date and disposition ot case 
Problem as stated on referral sheet 
other problems listed 
lfuaber of interviews, name of worker 
child with doctor 








Description of child 
by psychiatrist 
by psychologist 
by aursery school teacher 
other 
Age at referral 
Age at tel'llli:ution 
Sex 
Religion 
Date whn. problem first occurred 
Intensity and de~lopaent ot problem 
Aggression to self 
to ohildrq 
to pareats or o'lher adul te 








Ordinal position of child 
Child's relationship with family 
Child's relationship with others 
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Descriptio• by social worker 
by psychiatrist 
other 
Mother's expressed attitudesa 
toward co~ for trea1Dent 
toward laerself 
toward father 
toward her pareats 
toward her siblings 
toward her ia-laws 
toward her childrea 
toward this ehild aad these probleaa 
Pather•s attitude toward this child and these problems, expressed by 
father or by aother 







Size of family 
Mother's place in family 











Status of preTious problems, if differeat 
Pareats' expressed attitude toward cliaio contact 
other 
,2!!! S1JI!!!I&!7 ~ l!!pressions 
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